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Abstract — To improve a product you will need most likely
developers, managers and user feedback. Besides the basic
software qualities other important properties are usability and
user experience for developing a good product. Usability is well
known and can be tested with e.g. a usability test or an expert
review. In contrast user experience describes the whole impact a
product has on the end-user. The timeline goes from before, while
and after the use of a product. We present a tool that allows to
evaluate the user experience of a product with little effort. We
show in addition how this tool can be used for a continuous user
experience assessment.
Keywords: Software Quality; User Experience; Questionnaire;
Usability; Test; Development;

I.

INTRODUCTION

Is your redesign of the website better than the old version?
Has the development effort spent to increase user experience
really paid off? If you want to answer such questions you need
a quantitative method to measure user experience [1]. An
efficient and inexpensive method to do such measurements is
the usage of well-constructed and validated questionnaires.
The concept of user experience combines well-known
aspects, like efficiency, effectiveness, learnability with
additional criteria like aesthetics, joy-of-use or attractiveness.
The first group of criteria is often referred as pragmatic quality
aspects [2] , while the second group is called hedonic quality
aspects. Another often used terminology to distinguish both
classes of quality criteria is usability goals versus user
experience goals [3]. The dependency of pragmatic and
hedonic quality is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Grouping of different quality attributes.

One well investigated research question is the relationship
of pragmatic and hedonic quality. There is empirical evidence
that products that are perceived to show a high level of hedonic
quality are also perceived as easy to use [4][5]. These and
similar observations causes some authors [6] to state that
‘What is beautiful is usable’. But in other studies [7] also an
opposite dependency could be found. The perception of the
aesthetic value of an user interface increased when the number
of concrete usability problems decreased. These results indicate
that it is necessary to consider both pragmatic and hedonic
aspects if we want to measure how satisfied users are with a
given product. This idea is underlying the construction of the
User Experience Questionnaire (short UEQ) that is described
in this paper.
This questionnaire allows a quick assessment of the user
experience of a website or any other kind of interactive
product. The scales of the questionnaire are designed to cover a
comprehensive impression of user experience. The format of
the questionnaire supports users to immediately express
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feelings, impressions, and attitudes that arise when they use a
product.
The UEQ is a semantic differential. For such questionnaires
it is especially important that users see the items in their native
language. So far the UEQ was available in German, English,
French and Italian. We present in this paper the Spanish
language version of the questionnaire.
We describe in the following how the UEQ was constructed
and validated. In addition, the structure of the questionnaire
and the meaning of the subscales are explained. We then show
how the UEQ is applied for benchmarking in a big business
software company. Finally, we describe the creation of the
Spanish language version of the UEQ.
II.

CONSTRUCTION AND VALIDATION OF THE USER
EXPERIENCE QUESTIONNAIRE (UEQ)

In this section we will provide a rough overview on the
construction process of UEQ. Details concerning this process
can be found in [8][9].
A. Generation of a pool of potential items
Within two brainstorming sessions with usability experts,
229 terms relevant for the assessment of user experience were
proposed. This initial pool of potential items was reduced by
experts to 80 adjectives in a multistep reduction process. Since
the target format of the questionnaire was a semantic
differential the best fitting antonym for each of the 80
adjectives was identified.
An example for an item is:

Figure 2: Two examples for items.

Participants can rate a product concerning its position on the
dimension spanned by the two adjectives on a 7 point scale.
B. Data collection
In order to examine the specific properties of the adjective
pairs concerning the assessment of software products, the
eighty items raw-version of the questionnaire was used in six
studies focusing on the quality of interactive products,
including e. g. a statistics software package, cell phone address
book, online-collaboration software, or business software. 153
participants provided complete datasets.

A factor analysis (principal components, varimax rotation)
of the first subset of items extracted one factor. This factor
explained 60% of the observed variance in the data. This factor
is called Attractiveness. To represent this factor in the
questionnaire we picked the six items with the highest loading
on the factor.
A factor analysis (principal components, varimax rotation)
of the second subset of items extracted five factors. These five
factors explain 53% of the observed variance in the data. We
named these factors according to the items that showed the
highest factor loadings as Perspicuity, Dependability,
Efficiency, Novelty and Stimulation. Per factor, we chose four
items to represent this factor in the questionnaire. All items that
were not selected to represent one of these five factors were
eliminated.
D. Validation studies for the first version of the questionnaire
The UEQ consists of 26 items assigned to 6 dimensions.
The dimension Attractiveness was represented by 6 items all
other dimensions by 4 items.
To guarantee that a questionnaire provides high-quality
results it must be clarified if the scales are reliable (i.e. the
scales are consistent) and valid (i.e. the scales do really
measure what they intend to measure). The first version of the
UEQ was used in a number of studies under quite different
conditions. For example, as part of usability tests with business
software applications (11 studies with a total number of 144
participants), or in online surveys (for example, a survey to
evaluate the user experience of a social software with 722
participants). A review of all available studies showed that
reliability (we used Cronbach’s Alpha for an estimation of
internal consistency) was sufficiently high.
In addition, the validity of the scales was investigated in a
number of studies [8][9][10]. Results indicate good construct
validity.
III.

STRUCTURE OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE

The user experience questionnaire contains thus in the final
form 6 scales with 26 items in total:

C. Item reduction by factor analysis
A basic theoretic assumption underlying the construction of
the questionnaire is that persons perceive several distinct
aspects when they evaluate a software product [2]. The
perceived attractiveness of the product is assumed to be the
result of an averaging process from the perceived quality of the
software concerning the relevant aspects in a given usage
scenario.
For this reason the item set was split into two subsets. The
first subset contains 14 items that represent an emotional
reaction on a pure acceptance/rejection dimension. The second
subset contains the remaining 66 items from the item pool.
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•

Attractiveness: General impression towards the
product. Do users like or dislike the product? This
scale is a pure valence dimension.

•

Efficiency: Is it possible to use the product fast and
efficient? Does the user interface looks organized?

•

Perspicuity: Is it easy to understand how to use the
product? Is it easy to get familiar with the
product?

•

Dependability: Does the user feel in control of the
interaction? Is the interaction with the product
secure and predicable?

•

Stimulation: Is it interesting and exciting to use
the product? Does the feel motivated to further use
the product?

•

Novelty: Is the design of the product innovative
and creative? Does the product grab users
attention?

The dependency of pragmatic and hedonic quality is
presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Scale structure of the UEQ questionnaire.

For the concrete questionnaire the order of the items and
their orientation (starting with the positive or the antonym
statement) is randomized. The concrete English questionnaire
is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: English version of the UEQ

The items are scaled from -3 to +3. Thus, -3 represents the
most negative answer, 0 a neutral answer, and +3 the most
positive answer. When analyzed the following aspect should be
considered. Scale values above +1 indicate a positive
impression of the users concerning this scale, values below -1 a
negative impression. Due to well-known answer effects, like
the avoidance of extremes, observed scales means are in
general in the range of -2 to +2. More extreme values are rarely
observed, so a value near +2 represents a very positive near
optimal impression of participants.
To reduce the effort for data analysis an excel file is
created, that does all the necessary calculations. Only the raw
data of the questionnaire results have to be entered into the
tool. The tool then calculates the scale values, creates a bar
chart to visualize the results and calculates some basic
statistical indicators necessary for an interpretation of the data,
for example confidence intervals for the scales. Figure 5
presents an example of a comparison of two product versions.
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employees produce more than 220 applications and provide
service for about 39800 cooperative members.
B. Useage of UEQ within a defined User Centered Design
Process
The concept of user centered design is meanwhile part of
the official DATEV software development model and the UEQ
is an integral component among other UCD methods like
classical usability testing, focus groups, persona development
and heuristic evaluation. The questionnaire is used to get user
feedback at different development stages and all UEQ data are
collected in one database. The evaluation is conducted with the
IBM SPSS Statistics software.
C. Scenarios of use
One major goal is to perform a regular standardized survey
with our users in consultant companies and enterprises. The
challenge here is the integration into software release plans and
market research activities. The UEQ is currently used
successfully in three scenarios:
Figure 5: Example of a comparison of two product versions
concerning the UEQ scales.

The scales can be grouped into three categories.
attractiveness is a pure valence dimension. The scales
efficiency, perspicuity and dependability describe the
pragmatic quality of the product. The scales stimulation and
novelty describe the hedonic quality of the product.
IV.

POSSIBLE APPLICATION SCENARIOS

If a new product is rolled out or if an existing product is
evaluated the first time typical questions are Does the product
create a positive user experience? or How do users feel about
the product?.
To answer such questions it is sufficient that a
representative sample of users of the new product (for example
participants of a usability test or pilot users) fills out the UEQ.
Between 20 and 30 answers are typically enough to get a valid
impression.
Another application is the continuous quality assessment of
a software product within a development process [10]. In this
approach a measurement with the UEQ is collected with each
new version of the software. Thus, we can directly see if new
versions bring an improvement in user experience if the scale
values for the six scales of the UEQ increase with the new
version (for an example on the concrete implementation of
such a process, see Laugwitz et. al. 2009).
V.

APPLICATION IN DATEV

This part presents an example how the UEQ is applied for
benchmarking in a big business software company.
A. About DATEV eG
The cooperative DATEV eG, Nuremberg (Germany), is a
software company and IT service provider for tax consultants,
auditors and lawyers as well as their clients. DATEV eG
belongs to the main German information service providers and
software companies. A huge range of applications allows to
satisfy the individual needs of customers. Roughly 5800

-

Evaluation of new beta versions by selected beta
testers
Assessment of released software by randomly selected
users
At the end of a classic usability test to evaluate a new
prototype

In the last scenario it is not the primary goal to get an
accurate assessment, but the outcome will give an orientation
whether the new software design will bring a significant
improvement compared to the DATEV benchmark and
previous measurements for the tested application. Of course
one must be cautious, the tasks in a laboratory test do not
represent the entire application and the demonstrated
improvements in some parts will perhaps have no effect on the
overall user experience of the complete application.
A current project is the test of the combination of online
questionnaire and focus group. The outcome of the onlineUEQ should be the base for questions in asynchronous online
focus groups. Another example how to use the UEQ is
described in an article concerning user experience for business
software [11].
D. Additional DATEV specific Items
The quality of business software for tax consultants and
auditors is not only determined by the UEQ factors. In addition
to the scales attractiveness, efficiency, perspicuity, etc. the
perceived quality is largely determined by the actuality of the
application. Especially the integration of the latest tax laws in
the program calculations is very important.
Based on this, the DATEV user experience design team
made a few additions and some adoption of scale terms to fit
management needs. In particular two additional single items
are relevant. The question for "Overall satisfaction" and the
question whether the software is “Up to date” regarding the
latest changes in legislation texts. The two questions provide
the opportunity to explain negative judgments. These reasons
for the numeric ratings are very helpful during the
interpretation of the UEQ values. Therefore, we follow the plan
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to collect more free textual feedback by these additional
questions.
Other additions are questions to control the sample (age,
gender, occupation, etc.), questions about performance and
questions about customer loyalty.
This in turn is important for one of our next projects, the
use of the UEQ in combination with focus groups.
E. Acceptance
To achieve a high user acceptance of the UEQ you should
take following points into account:
-

Background and benefits of the method should be clear
to the user
A personal contact should be available for the
responders
The time interval between repeated measurements
should be long enough

VI.

CREATION OF A SPANISH LANGUAGE VERSION

First the German version of the UEQ was translated into
Spanish by a native speaker and a bilingual person. After that
the Spanish version had been retranslated into German. If the
words turned out to match the original words the translation
was declared to be successful. Otherwise the process was
repeated until all words matched. To demand a one-to-one
translation from one language into another is not entirely
possible. The reason for that are the different meanings of one
word, which make it difficult to find synonym in any language.
The translator was open minded and didn’t know the
questionnaire before. If you want to use the Spanish language
version of the UEQ please contact one of the authors above.
They can provide you with a paper version of the questionnaire
together with a standard instructional text and a version of the
Excel tool used to compute the results.

To achieve acceptance by managers and product managers
consider to:
-

Provide help during the interpretation of the UEQ
factor values. Define your range of good, medium and
bad and explain the theoretical background
Combine old and new UEQ values in one picture and
show the changes during the development in order to
increase the intelligibility of the measurements
Search for other user feedback that supports the
interpretation of the UEQ outcome and integrate it into
your report
Adjust your wording to your company terminology
Enhance the UEQ results with concrete enhancement
suggestions based on user experience expertise and use
this as a base for further discussions about the next
development goals

F. Benefits of the process
In the long term the regular use of the questionnaire offers
the possibility to find answers to important questions that come
up during the user centered design process. In this context, you
should be aware that the UEQ should only be a part within a
mix of methods, but perhaps you will be able to answer
following questions:
-

-

Is your work effective? Regularly collected data will
allow you to run pre-post-comparisons
What are the strengths and weaknesses of the
individual products? Perhaps one development team
can learn from another team
How will the user evaluate the final version? With a
large data base you can calculate UEQ-factor
correction values and you will be able to predict the
ratings based on the feedback provided by the beta
testers
What do your users need? Determine the significance
of individual UEQ-factors for different user groups

Figure 6: Spanish version of the UEQ
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